GET THE CHANCE TO
WIN 1 BTC

As creators, we want to give back to our community
the same love and support we have received towards
the realization and launching of our NFT collection on
the blockchain. The wins are our ways of rewarding
our supporters and loyal followers.
IMPORTANT: Know that EVERYONE minting at least 1
NFT from our collection will receive extra love and
extra wins alongside the cool NFT artwork!
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What do I have to do to participate?

Mint at least 1 NFT from the MONDIE
TRIPLETONZ GENESIS collection.
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When does the mint start?
The mint of the MONDIE TRIPLETONZ GENESIS
collection WILL BE on 28/09/2022
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Where can I mint?

The minting process will be taking place on the
www.fair.xyz platform.
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How many NFTs from the MONDIE
TRIPLETONZ GENESIS collection
available to mint will there be?
10 000 NFTs available for mint
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How will I know if there are still NFTs
available for mint?
You will be able to check on the www.fair.xyz
platform how many NFTs have been minted. We
will also be posting regularly on Twitter.
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When will the reveal be?
The reveal will take place after the whole
collection of 10.000 NFTs will be minted. The
sooner the entire collection is minted - the
sooner the reveal will take place on
www.opensea.io
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Can everyone mint?
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Yes of course. All you need is a crypto wallet and
a great vibe.

What are the WINS & BENEFITS?
There are so many. Let’s start there!
Every supporter of our project minting at least 1 NFT from our MONDIE TRIPLETONZ GENESIS will get the
minted NFT + extra win. Read more below.

WIN 1 BITCOIN
The collection will have ONLY 1 NFT with BITCOIN Traits. The Lucky finder of the BITCOIN TRIPLETONZ will
win 1 BITCOIN and will own a 1/1 rarity Tripletonz artwork.
As mentioned previously, all holders will receive extra wins. Based on how quickly supporters mint, there
will be 3 tiers.
UTILITY I: 1-999 Minters will be rewarded with a FaceTime Congratulation Call by the Founders (Max. 5 min
call) + exclusive randomly chosen Merch
UTILITY II: 1000-4999 Exclusive randomly chosen Merch
UTILITY III: 5000-9900 Personalised Congratulation Video
*We reserve the right to distribute the wins only after the collection is sold out.
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What is the floor price?
0,08 ETH
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What are my chances to WIN?
Chances are equally for every supporter choosing
to mint. Eg. If you choose to mint 1 NFT from our
collection, your chances will be 1 in 10.000. The
more NFTs minted, the more chances to win.
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How and when will I receive my WINS?
The wins will be transferred to the minters’
winning crypto wallets (only after the sellout is
complete) within 24H-72H after the reveal.
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Will I get anything from sharing this amazing
project on my Social Media Channels?
Besides our deep appreciation for support, you will get to
experience the most exciting reveal and hopefully the big win
SOONER.
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Are there any minting limits per
wallet?
We don’t believe in limiting anyone, therefore it is
only up to you how many NFTs to mint.
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What happens if the collection doesn’t sell out?
With such an, amazing and loving community supporting us
and the great odds for being the lucky minter to get the Great
WINS for only 0.8 ETH are not easy to overlook by anyone.
Though we would like to state, for those less positive, that if
the collection will not sell out, we reserve the right to postpone
the transfer of the winnings only if and after all the collection
is sold out.

